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Kourtney to Cheating
Scott:

AGAIN!

FOREHEAD

“It looks like she’s had
Botox injections [up to
$2,000 a year] around her
eyebrows,” notes Philadelphia
plastic surgeon Dr. Lyle M.
Back, who also suspects
Iggy may have had a
“brow lift” and her
“eyes done.”

BACHELORETTE AT WAR

Bullied Kaitlyn
Fights Back

NOSE

“That’s a major
nose job!” pronounces
Dr. Back. Houston’s
Dr. Mirwat Sami agrees
that Iggy’s had
“nose reconstruction
surgery or cosmetic
rhinoplasty.” Price?
$12,500.

$2.99

SHE HIRES A LAWYER

• The secret video she’s using to destroy Scott
• He’s cheated more than 100 times, pal reveals
• Family war erupts as he runs to Khloé

Seasonal Style!

SUMMER’S
HOTTEST
HANDBAGS
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YOU’LL NEVER
SEE OUR KIDS

The Man’s View

SHE’S GONE TOO FAR

Plastic Surgery
Disaster for Kylie

CHIN

BUST

In addition to
plumping up her
midface and upper lip,
says Dr. Sami, “Iggy
now has a more prominent
chin, which could be
from either an implant
[$7,000] or fillers
[$4,000].”

“Prior to implants,
Iggy was reportedly a
size 32B,” notes Dr. Back.
“She now appears
to be a D- to DD-cup, which
is more proportionate
to her 5-foot-10
frame.” Cost:
$15,000.

2012

W

ho dat, who dat? The lyrics
of Iggy Azalea’s hit “Fancy”
are taking on new meaning as I-G-G-Y continues to look
less and less like her former “I’mthe-realest” self. Though the rapper recently confirmed she “got
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Iggy, Is That You?
bigger boobs,” she’s remained suspiciously mum about the nose job
and chin implant rumors that began after her appearance at the Billboard Music Awards in May. And
the newly engaged 25-year-old appears to have a fondness for Botox

and dermal-filler injections, as well.
“Iggy is still quite attractive, but now
she looks like someone else,” observes Philadelphia plastic surgeon
Dr. Lyle M. Back, who does not treat
the star. “I see Christina Applegate
crossed with Kaley Cuoco-Sweeting

crossed with Keanu Reeves. Someone nipped and tucked it right out of
the ballpark!” Houston oculoplastic surgeon Dr. Mirwat Sami is also
struck by the extreme changes in
Iggy’s looks. “Overall, her cosmetic procedures appear to be tasteful-

79%

SAY AFTER

BEFORE OR AFTER BOOB JOB?

Jenelle Evans

Since getting breast implants in
2012, the Teen Mom 2 star loves
strutting her stuff in teeny bikinis,
saying that going from a B-cup to a
C made her feel “more confident in
my looks.” But the 23-year-old single
mom to sons Jace, 5, and Kaiser, 1,
was also candid about the pain of
recovery. “My boobs are hurting so
bad, I can’t stop crying,” she tweeted
post-surgery. Were the star’s bigger,
um, girls worth the suffering? In our
poll, most guys gave her props —
which we assume was the goal!

MIRACLE
IN A JAR

NOW
ly performed,” notes Dr. Sami, who
also doesn’t treat her. “The change
in the appearance of her chin, and
especially her nose, has altered her
face noticeably. Her face is now more
heart-shaped, which is considered
very pleasing.” Pretty girl!

FOAM AWAY
FINE LINES!

This new aerated moisturizer
is a bit like a velvet fist: It goes
on soft, like whipped cream —
but packs a punch of marineextracted elements for powerful
plumping and hydration.
Bonus: It doubles as a really
elegant shaving cream!
H2O+ Face Oasis
Sea Foam Moisturizer,
$36, h2oplus.com
LIFEANDSTYLEMAG.COM
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